Figure 5 - Porcupine Mining Area showing rock, valley and flat sample localities, and index mines, prospects and deposits.

Notes, prospects and deposits, including principal commodities and other anomalies in parentheses:
- Aiken Butte Silver Prospect
- Little John Silver Prospect
- Where Butte
- Upper Henry Gray Prospect
- Lower Henry Gray Prospect
- Frying Pan Silver Prospect
- Big Butte Silver
- Nova Butte Prospect
- Lower Butte Prospect
- Big Butte Silver Lode
- Alice 41 Prospect
- Silver Eagle Prospect
- Monteagudo Silver
- Wild Bill Silver Prospect
- Last Butte Silver

The following have reported silver production of any amount:
- Butte Butte Silver
- Pueblo Silver
- Lower Butte Silver
- Big Butte Silver Lode
- Alice 41 Silver
- Silver Eagle Silver
- Monteagudo Silver
- Wild Bill Silver
- Last Butte Silver

Some deposits are shown with their estimated amounts of silver.